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For those building on historic sites, an intelligent approach can open
up the opportunity of heritage lottery funding. But how? And what
should they consider? HLF has granted £7.7bn on approx. 42,000 projects over the last

22years. 
 
Today, sophisticated players consider a deeper value-driven approach, including perhaps environmental

impact, cultural and ethical benefits and design, because this can have a direct and positive impact on

brand and market prices. Buildings are part of the fabric of the community and are an outward expression

of our past and present culture. 

Heritage Lottery Funding looks at the benefits to the people affected in terms of historic or cultural

understanding. They deal more in ‘invisible’ structures that bind and influence people, relate to

regeneration, and what can be done to enhance these ‘invisible’ structures. Often the answer is

some form of building, but the building ‘falls out’ of the process of public benefit, rather than being the end

objective. 

Increasingly, commercial ventures need a cultural angle to really fly. Intelligent developers are actively

engaging with people at many different levels, and this, invariably, benefits all.

Paul Vick architects have a 100% planning permission record with new build, listed buildings and those in
Conservation Areas. Paul Vick previously drafted the spaceplan and masterplan for the British Museum
and recently gave a talk at The St Paul’s Centre in Cambridge with professional fundraisers, Gifted.
For more information about how our approach can help your project, do get in touch. 

Click here for previous newsletters and more about what we can do for you. 
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Paul Vick Architects continues its 100% planning permission. 

t: 0207 993 6573 e: anav@paulvick.co.uk w: www.paulvick.co.uk click for Movies. 

Paul Vick architects have won 
- Best Architecture Firm, Global Excellence Awards 2017 
- Architecture Firm of the Year, West London Build Awards 2017 
- Most Innovative Architectural Firm, West London Build Awards 2016 

Paul Vick was a juror for the International Property Awards ( UK and Europe) 2016 and 2017, a juror on the World Architecture

News Residential Future Projects Awards 2016 and has lectured on 'Value enhancement and inspiration' at Le Plan, Venice

 (2016 and 2014),  Schroders (2014),  NLA (2013).  An excerpt has been published by Magdalene College Cambridge.
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